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ABSTRACT
A patient-specific fluid-structure interaction (FSI) model of a phase-contrast magnetic resonance
angiography (PC-MRA) imaged arteriovenous fistula is presented. The numerical model is developed and
simulated using a commercial multiphysics simulation package where a semi-implicit FSI coupling scheme
combines a finite volume method blood flow model and a finite element method vessel wall model. A
pulsatile mass-flow boundary condition is prescribed at the artery inlet of the model, and a three-element
Windkessel model at the artery and vein outlets. The FSI model is freely available for analysis and extension.
This work shows the effectiveness of combining a number of stabilisation techniques to simultaneously
overcome the added-mass effect and optimise the efficiency of the overall model. The PC-MRA data, fluid
model, and FSI model results show almost identical flow features in the fistula; this applies in particular to a
flow recirculation region in the vein that could potentially lead to fistula failure.
KEY WORDS: vascular access; arteriovenous fistula; fluid-structure interaction; haemodynamics;
neointimal hyperplasia
1. INTRODUCTION
Haemodialysis is a form of renal replacement therapy (RRT) that saves and extends the lives
of millions patients worldwide [1–3]. The morbidity, mortality rate and quality of life of these
patients are however severely affected in part by the consequent complications and interventions
associated with vascular access via a surgically created access point to the bloodstream [4, 5]. These
complications and interventions are also a large contributor to the high cost of caring for dialysis
patients and curtail the growth of haemodialysis, especially in developing countries where it is most
needed [6].
Renal replacement therapy is required when a patient has end stage renal disease (ESRD)and
no longer has any endogenous renal function. A global market survey by Fresenius Medical Care
estimated that by the end of 2013 there were more than 3 million ESRD patients worldwide [3]. With
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the growth rate of the renal replacement population far exceeding the world population growth rate,
this number is expected to rise to 5 million by the year 2030 [2, 3]. Estimates show that the number
of patients currently needing RRT worldwide is already between 4.9 and 9.7 million [2]. There is
thus a great need to increase access to dialysis and reduce the RRT gap in developing countries
[6, 7]. Although the situation is less dire in developed countries, ESRD remains a major cost for
health-care systems while the substantial growth in the prevalent dialysis population is expected to
continue.
The treatment of choice for renal failure is the kidney transplant, providing patients with a much
better quality of life than those on dialysis. Few patients are however able to receive a donor kidney,
and for the few who do have access to transplantation, waiting lists are long. Haemodialysis is
used in more than 70% of the ESRD population. This proportion is expected to increase while the
use of peritoneal dialysis, another form of dialysis, is expected to decrease in developed countries
[3, 8]. In haemodialysis treatments blood is pumped along an extracorporeal circuit and through a
dialyzer, a filter that acts as an artificial kidney, before being returned to the bloodstream. Patients
are typically required to be connected to the dialysis machine for four hours, three times a week. A
surgically placed vascular access provides access the bloodstream and generates the high flow rates
required for efficient haemodialysis. The arteriovenous (AV) fistula, AV graft and central venous
catheter are the three primary forms of vascular access. The high complication and failure rate
of fistulas and grafts are usually as a result of the increased flow rate and the pulsatile nature
of the blood flow generated by the access through its low resistance pathway, the vein. Ventral
venous catheters (temporary or permanent) are prone to mechanical complications, infections,
and thrombotic episodes and are associated with the highest rate of complications morbidity, and
mortality of all access methods. They are therefore regarded as only a temporising measure or when
no other access option is viable [9–11].
Fistulas are formed by suturing a vein directly to an artery in the upper arm or forearm. The vein
and anastomosis, the surgical connection between the artery and vein, then take between three to
six months to mature for cannulation. Grafts use a length of prosthetic tubing tubing to connect the
artery and vein; this allows for access in many positions across the body. A graft usually requires
two to three weeks of healing after surgery before being ready for cannulation and dialysis while
certain newer grafts take only a matter of hours [1, 12]. Although fistulas have a greater likelihood
of maturation failure, especially in older patients and those with diabetes, once mature their patency
rates increase drastically. They are likely to have a far longer life span than other access methods
and in some cases can last for over ten years [4, 13]. The average life of a graft is two to three years,
while catheters on average have a short life span of only twelve months at best [5].
Numerous studies have found that fistulas have overall the best long term patency rates and
the lowest required intervention rate [14–17]. The fistula is therefore considered the first choice
of access and was found to be used in 60% of the dialysis population in 2011 [5, 10, 18–20].
In situations where patients cannot wait out a long maturation period, or have veins and arteries
unsuitable for fistula access, a graft is the best choice of access, while catheters are used for
immediate access, and as a bridge to other forms of access.
The vein walls in AV access experience abnormally high and oscillatory blood flow rates,
pressures, and shear stresses due to shunting and need to adapt successfully to remain patent.
The increased flow and shear stresses lead to outward wall remodelling while the increase in
pressure leads to an increase in tensile stress and in turn to vessel wall thickening. Maturation
failure, from early neointimal hyperplasia and insufficient or excessive vein adaptation, is the most
common fistula dysfunction [21]. Numerous studies have also found that neointimal hyperplasia
is responsible for the progression of venous outflow stenosis and eventual thrombosis, and is the
leading cause of access failure especially in grafts [22–24].
Many approaches are being taken to better understand and find the haemodynamic factors that
promote neointimal hyperplasia development in haemodialysis patients. Although a number of
in-vivo blood flow measuring techniques are available, they do not have a resolution capable of
accurately determining the complex flow in access vessels. Recently much work has been done
to numerically model the behaviour of blood flow in vascular access and other cardiovascular
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vessels. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations of patient-specific fistula have been able
to approximate the haemodynamics at a high resolution and determine with relatively high accuracy,
quantities such as pressure and wall shear stress (WSS) [13, 25, 26]. These studies have also shown
that abnormal flow recirculation and WSS conditions exist in fistulas in regions that correlate with
neointimal development.
CFD models however do not capture the deformation of the vessel wall, decreasing the accuracy
of the final results and possibly obscuring valuable flow information that might occur due to the
interaction with highly-deformable vessel tissue. Numerous studies have incorporated vessel wall
mechanics in FSI simulations to simulate more accurately regions of the cardiovascular system
[27–29]. More recently an FSI study of a patient-specific fistula found that the effect of the wall
compliance on the haemodynamics is non-negligible [30]. Their results showed that the velocities
and WSS were overestimated by CFD simulations.
Phase-contrast magnetic resonance angiography (PC-MRA) has also been used in cardiovascular
time-dependent blood flow visualisation and quantification [31, 32]. Velocity encoding MRI
techniques have shown promise in their ability to determine the velocity distribution of the flow and
hence approximate parameters such as WSS and pressure changes and to locate regions of stenosis
[33, 34]. MRI has also been used to produce valuable data for the boundary conditions required in
numerical models and to compare the accuracy of the modelled and measured data [26, 35, 36].
The objective of this research is the numerical investigation of the fluid dynamics and structural
deformation of a patient-specific arteriovenous fistula. We model the blood flow through the
anastomotic region of a fistula along with the deformation of the vessel walls by the partitioned
coupling of two numerical methods, the finite element method (FEM) for the solid mechanics and
the finite volume method (FVM) for the fluid dynamics. The numerical model is implemented in
ANSYS R© Academic Research, Release 17.2, a widely-used commercial multiphysics simulation
package. Specifically, we use ANSYS R© Fluent R© to model the blood flow and ANSYS R©
MechanicalTM to model the vessel walls. The artery and vein are modelled with a hyperelastic
material law, while it is assumed that the blood behaves as a Newtonian fluid. The modelling
schemes and set relaxation parameters that optimise the stability and efficiency of the FSI model
are assessed. The validated model is made available at [37] for analysis and to be used as a basis
for further investigation. The FSI and CFD models are quantitatively compared to determine the
relative accuracy and efficiency between the two approaches. The ability of the PC-MRA technique
to complement numerical modelling of vascular access is also assessed.
2. PARTITIONED FLUID-STRUCTURE INTERACTION COUPLING
Two dominant methods of FSI coupling exist. In the monolithic approach the coupling forms a single
set of equations so that the fluid and solid models are solved simultaneously. Alternatively, in a
partitioned (staggered) approach, the fluid and solid are solved as two separate systems sequentially.
For strongly-coupled FSI problems a semi-implicit coupling scheme and relaxation techniques are
required to mitigate the numerical instability inherent in partitioned FSI schemes known as the
artificial added-mass effect.
The partitioned approach solves the system in coupling steps where each model is solved once
and the solutions on the boundary transferred between the subsystems. For the problem at hand,
where the forces on the solid are entirely dependent on the fluid solution, the fluid model should
be solved first each coupling iteration. The General Grid Interface (GGI) algorithm [38] is used
in transferring the fluid model boundary solution (the pressure) as the conservative variable force,
from the fluid boundary mesh to the solid boundary nodes. To transfer the non-conservative solid
boundary solution (the displacement) the Smart Bucket (SB) algorithm [39] is used.
Once the fluid model receives a boundary displacement solution update from the solid model
a mesh smoothing operation is performed to deform the mesh so that its quality is maintained.
Convergence of the FSI model is achieved when each of the solvers are converged and the change
in each of the boundary solution transfers between coupling steps is considered negligible.
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B. Fluid Model
1. Displace FSI boundary
according to solid solution
2. Deform mesh
3. Do 𝑛𝑓 fluid iterations
C. Have both data transfers, 
and the fluid and solid 
models converged?
No
YesE. End of current 
coupling steps
D. Solid Model
1. Apply fluid solution
boundary condition
2. Solve
A. Start new time-step 
coupling steps
Figure 1. Flow chart for the semi-implicit staggered FSI coupling algorithm
2.1. The added-mass effect and boundary stabilisation
Partitioned FSI coupling schemes suffer from an inherent numerical instability known as the added-
mass effect, particularly in strongly coupled problems. To overcome this instability relaxation
techniques are required to slow the convergence rate of the FSI model increasing its computational
expense considerably. In addition to this, the increased computational expense in modelling the
vessel walls each coupling step, make FSI models of strongly coupled cardiovascular systems take
many times longer to simulate than the corresponding fluid model alone [30, 40, 41].
The added-mass effect occurs as a result of the solution, and boundary condition, mismatch
between the partitioned models. This effectively results in the solid model displacing and entraining
fluid so that the structural model appears to have ‘added-mass’. This ‘added-mass’ acts on the
structural degrees of freedom at the interface between the solid and fluid [42]. A major issue with
this numerical instability is that it increases as the time-step size decreases.
A semi-implicit coupling scheme ensures that a number of easily implementable relaxation
techniques can be used to overcome the added-mass instability. Using a small set number of fluid
iterations each coupling step stabilises the FSI model by slowing down its convergence rate by
solving the fluid model only partially between data transfers. The coupling procedure is illustrated
in Figure 1.
Another effective stabilising technique in very strongly-coupled FSI problems is to modify the
FVM continuity equation so that the diagonal entries of the linear matrix system are rescaled
according to
a← a+KV I (1)
where K is the scaling factor and V is the volume of the cell adjacent to the boundary [43].
Increasing the scaling factor K improves the diagonal dominance of the cells adjacent to the
coupling interface. This method of stabilisation slows the convergence rate of the fluid primarily
on the boundary such that the force transfer changes are more smooth without affecting the
computational expense as much as other forms of relaxation.
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Table I. PC-MRA sequence details
Temporal resolution (sec) venc (cm s−1) Pixel spacing (mm) Slice thickness (mm)
0.0157 80 1.56 / 1.56 2
3. PATIENT-SPECIFIC FLUID MODEL
3.1. PC-MRA acquisition and post-processing
The case studied is a patient’s brachio-cephalic fistula. All data were acquired from a number of PC-
MRA scans which took place at Groote Schuur Hospital (Cape Town, South Africa). These were
performed with a 1.5T MRI scanner (MAGNETON Symphony Siemens AG, Erlangen). Images
were sequenced and processed as described in [44], and based on the investigational prototype
3D MRI velocity mapping acquisition methods presented in [45]. The study was approved by the
University of Cape Town Engineering and Built Environment Ethics in Research Committee.
Initial scans were carried out on access patients recruited from the chronic haemodialysis program
at Groote Schuur Hospital Renal Uni to first test and configure the PC-MRA and post processing
technique. Patient scans were performed a minimum of 6 hours after dialysis treatment took place.
No attempt was made however to control for relative hyperaemia, where higher blood flow rates
than normal may arise after exercise or fluid consumption.
The 3D velocity encoded acquisitions were performed in a sagittal plane. The region of interest
was positioned such that the patients’ entire vascular access could be captured in one acquisition
lasting between 20 and 30 minutes. Details of the sequences are shown in Table I.
3.2. Geometry reconstruction and discretisation
Construction of the geometry required a substantial amount of smoothing since the spatial resolution
of the 3D sequence was of the same order of the dimensions of the artery and vein. Meshlab,
Solid Works R©, and ANSYS R© DesignModelerTM were used to construct and interpret the fluid
domain for meshing. The point-cloud data was interpreted in Meshlab where the surface point-
cloud was extracted. The smooth surfaces describing the limits of the fluid doamain and inner walls
of the artery and vein were created from the extracted point-cloud surface in Solid Works. ANSYS
DesignModeler software was used to interpret the geometry for use across ANSYS products and to
extend the artery inlet length (see Section 3.3). The resultant domain and its proportions are shown
in Figure 2(a).
The flow domain was discretised into an unstructured hexahedral mesh, visible in Figure 2(a),
to minimise numerical diffusion and computational expense. This was achieved by a blocking
approach that maximises the quality of the mesh and aligns the cells with the flow field as far
as possible. This method also limits the development of skewed cells forming from fluid mesh
deformation.
3.3. Boundary conditions and material behaviour
Blood flows in a pulsatile manner from the brachial artery upstream toward the anastomotic junction
of the brachio-cephalic fistula. The blood is then primarily shunted through the cephalic vein, the
low resistance pathway, back toward the heart. A smaller proportion of blood continues along the
artery, the high resistance pathway, and flows along its natural path toward the downstream vessel
structure. This behaviour and the upstream and down-stream influence on the blood flow through the
fistula is replicated with an inlet mass flow rate waveform boundary condition and lumped parameter
model outlet pressure boundary conditions.
The blood flow waveform, shown in Figure 3, is applied as a mass flow rate inlet boundary
condition Mi at the artery inlet of the model. This waveform has a cardiac-cycle period of 0.8 s with
a time-averaged flow rate and average velocity of 616 ml/min and 0.49 m s−1 respectively. The
pressure outlet boundary conditions are imposed by the three-element Windkessel lumped parameter
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Figure 2. Fluid domain and surface mesh of the patient-specific fistula: (a) details and dimensions, (b) fluid
model boundary conditions.
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Figure 3. The mass flow boundary condition waveformMi prescribed at the artery inlet of the fluid model
model described in more detail in the following section. These boundary conditions are illustrated
in Figure 2(b). A no-slip condition is imposed on the walls of the vessel.
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Blood ordinarily exhibits Newtonian behaviour in the arterial system of the arm, where the
viscosity remains relatively constant, as a result of high shear rates (of above 100 s−1). However,
shear rates lower than 100 s−1 are usually prevalent in the mature vein of an AV shunt where
velocities are somewhat lower due to the bifurcation of flow and considerable enlargement of the
vessel. This results in shear-thinning due principally to Rouleaux disaggregation in blood plasma
[46]. Studies have found that the WSS generated in the enlarged veins of fistulae are under-predicted
by a Newtonian model [30, 47]. The significant non-Newtonian behaviour is more accurately
simulated by a Casson or Carreau-Yusada material model [48]. To limit the complexity of the fluid
model we assume the blood is an isotropic, homogeneous, and incompressible Newtonian fluid with
a density of 1050 kg m−3 and a viscosity of 3.2 Pa s.
The assumptions and boundary conditions chosen result in a Womersley number and effective
Reynolds number of 6.5 and 1124, respectively, in the artery upstream of the anastomosis. Laminar
flow is thus predicted in the entire domain with a boundary layer thickness of approximately 0.6 mm.
Under these assumptions the flow profile is predicted to develop fully 98 mm from the inlet [49, 50].
The entrance length was thus of sufficient length (greater than 100 mm) to ensure that a fully-
developed flow profile is established before reaching the anastomosis.
3.3.1. The three-element Windkessel lumped parameter model Lumped parameter models have
been used extensively in modelling the cardiovascular system as electric circuit analogues,
particularly the system of vessels downstream of the domain of interest which would otherwise be
impractical [51, 52]. An RCR three-element Windkessel model implemented at the outlets to mimic
influence of the upstream vessel resistance, and the downstream vessel resistance and compliance,
on the flow through the fistula.
The electric circuit analogue of the RCR Windkessel model is a resistor in series with a resistor
and a capacitor connected in parallel. The lone resistor Rp acts as the proximal resistance (upstream
resistance). The resistor and capacitor in parallel act as the distal resistance and compliance of the
downstream vascular bed. The differential equation of the three-element RCR Windkessel model is
given by
∂po
∂t
= Rp
∂Qo
∂t
+
po
τ
+
po (Rp +Rd)
τ
, (2)
where Rp and Rd are the proximal and distal resistance, Qo is the volumetric flow rate at the outlet,
and po is the average static pressure at the outlet [53]. The time constant τ describes how quickly
the system responds to a changes in flow rate and is given by τ = Rd C. The state-variable form of
the Windkessel equation is given by
po(t) =
[
p0 −RpQo(0)
]
e−t/τ +RpQo +
∫ t
0
exp[(t˜− t)/τ ]
C
Qo(t˜) dt˜. (3)
The state variable form takes advantage of the viscoelastic like behaviour of the Windkessel model
so that the difficulty in retaining history data in the numerical scheme is avoided. Dropping the first
term in the equation and discretising in time implicitly by the Crank-Nicolson method, we obtain
pt+∆to = RpQ
t+∆t
o +
ht+∆t
C
, (4)
where ht+∆t is given by
ht+∆t =
∆t
2
Qt+∆to + exp
(
∆t
τ
)(
ht +
∆t
2
Qto
)
. (5)
The simulation needs to carry out two cardiac-cycles before becoming sufficiently periodic (error
inferior to 1 %). The term
[
p0 −RpQo(0)
]
e−t/τ in equation (3) can therefore be safely neglected
since it becomes negligible in less than one and a half cardiac-cycles. Lumped parameter type
boundary conditions are not a built-in feature of ANSYS Fluent software and are implemented
here using a “User-Defined Function” that is executed by ANSYS Fluent software each iteration.
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Table II. RCR Windkessel outlet boundary condition model details
Outlet Rp (Pa s m−3) Rd ( Pa s m−3) C(m3 Pa−1) τ (s)
Artery 1.12× 109 1.12× 109 1.34× 10−10 0.15
Vein 4.6× 108 4.6× 108 1.74× 10−10 0.08
The pressure and flow rate waveforms at the inlet, or at one of the outlets, as well as
the approximate flow-rate split throughout the model are required to adequately calibrate the
Windkessel models. Windkessel models, and more complex lumped parameter models, can be
calibrated to a higher accuracy with pressure and flow rate waveforms at each of the inlets and
outlets.
Blood pressure measurements are typically taken with a sphygmomanometer, this determines the
systolic and diastolic blood pressures in the upper arm. These pressure readings cannot be performed
on a dialysis patient’s on the arm with an access site since restricting blood flow may lead to access
trauma [5]. Invasive measurements such as this are highly inaccurate for determining day-to-day
loading conditions.
To our knowledge, pressure data for a brachio-cephalic fistula is currently available. Measuring
techniques with an intravascular catheter have, however, been used post operatively to determine
the blood pressure distal to a Brachio-Cimino fistula [54]. This method is also invasive but could
potentially provide adequate readings of pressure proximal or distal to the anastomosis of a fistula
or graft. The viability of this technique, or a non-invasive technique, to accurately pressure data for
boundary condition to vascular access requires testing.
We follow the convention used by Decorato et al. [30], whereby the Windkessel model at each
of the outlets is calibrated to induce a flow split between the arterial and venous outlets of 30 % -
70 %, and to generate inlet pressures that range between 50 and 65 mmHg (approximately 6.5 and
8.5 kPa). The proximal and distal resistance, capacitance, and time-constant for each outlet RCR
Windkessel boundary condition of the model are given in Table II.
3.4. Mesh refinement analysis and solver settings
A mesh refinement analysis carried out to ensure that the solution is mesh-independent and to find an
optimal mesh choice for efficiency while achieving the required accuracy. The latter is determined
by finding at which point the mesh is sufficiently fine; that is, where further refinement leads to
negligible improvement. Since the solid and fluid meshes are made conformal at the FSI boundary
(see Section 4.2.1), this also serves to minimise the size of the solid problem. Three meshes were
tested against a very fine reference mesh, with over a million nodes, in terms of the integrals of
pressure, WSS, and velocity as well as the maximum velocity within the flow domain. The solution
is mesh-independent and achieves the required accuracy (error inferior to 1%) with a mesh of almost
200,000 nodes (average element size of 0.316 mm) as shown in Figure 4(a).
3.5. Solver settings and solution behaviour
A time-step size of 0.005 s was chosen to achieve the required temporal accuracy and solution
convergence while minimising the computational expense of the problem. The PISO pressure-
velocity coupling scheme [55] was chosen for its efficiency which performed best for our model
with Skewness Correction and Skewness-Neighbour Coupling deactivated. The under-relaxation
factors (URFs) were reduced from their typical values and chosen carefully to address the increased
instability caused by the Windkessel boundary conditions and to maximise solver efficiency and
accuracy. At a sufficiently small time-step size of 0.005 s the solver required 44 PISO iterations on
average to converge each time-step with the solver discretisation and parameter settings summarised
in Table III. A single cardiac cycle requires less than 11 minutes to complete on an Intel R©Xeon(R)
E5 workstation with 16 cores (12 used) and 64 GB RAM.
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Figure 4. Mesh refinement convergence plots: (a) fluid mesh solution convergence and (b) solid mesh
solution convergence for two linear element formulations
Table III. Optimal fluid solver discretisation and parameter settings
PISO scheme settings
Skewness Correction 0
Neighbour Correction 1
Skewness-Neighbour coupling Off
Discretisation
Pressure 2nd-order upwind
Momentum 2nd-order
Time 2nd-order implicit
Under-relaxation factors (∆t = 0.005s)
Pressure 0.20
Momentum 0.47
4. PATIENT-SPECIFIC FSI MODEL
4.1. Blood flow model
The fluid model requires two adjustments to function in a staggered FSI configuration. The boundary
maintains a no-slip wall condition but must be set to receive nodal displacements from the solid
boundary solution at the start of each coupling step. Mesh movement is required to maintain a high
quality mesh, especially when large deformations occur and/or the mesh is fine.
The spring-based mesh movement method was chosen where the edges of each cell are
temporarily modelled as springs. This is the most efficient method for mesh movement available
and maintains the high quality of the mesh throughout the simulation cycle. The “Laplace node
relaxation” parameter is set to unity, or near unity, to ensure that the internal nodes move correctly
in relation to the boundary nodes.
4.2. Vessel wall model
4.2.1. Geometry and mesh setup The resolution of the MRI sequences would need to be greatly
increased to segment the vessel walls. As such, the thickness of the vein and artery can not be
determined from the MRI data. It is assumed that the vein has a constant thickness of 0.4 mm,
a thickness typical for a cephalic vein prior to AVF creation [54]. The arterial thickness is set to
1/10th of the lumen diameter, the approximate ratio according to [56]. The geometry and mesh of
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Figure 5. Vessel wall model boundary conditions
the vessel walls were generated by extruding the fluid boundary mesh. This was done, as opposed
to using a shell element mesh, to incorporate a Robin boundary condition on the outer walls of the
artery and vein (see Section 4.2.3). The change in thickness between the artery and vein was created
by tapering the mesh during extrusion in ANSYS R©ICEM CFD
TM
software.
4.2.2. Material model The vessel walls are made up of a complex set of layers of tissue with
helically distributed collagen fibres [57]. Increased tensile stress and deformation cause these fibres
to reorientate in the direction of the principal strain so that the tensile strength of the vessel increases
primarily in the direction of principal strain. Anisotropic hyperelastic material models are able to
model this tissue and fibre behaviour. However, one can only apply this material model to perfectly
cylindrical domains in ANSYS Mechanical software. It is currently not possible to apply fibre
orientations to a complex domain such as a patient specific fistula, though it is possible to do this
loosely when combined with ANSYS R© Composite PrepPost software. The viability or accuracy of
this method was not tested.
We have assumed that the vessel walls follow the third-order Yeoh model [58] where the
mechanical properties are differentiated between the artery and vein. Material constants were
obtained from [30] which have been determined form the experimental data of [59] for the venous
tissue, and of [60, 61] for the arterial tissue, the latter having a larger compliance.
4.2.3. Boundary and initial conditions The model is constrained each of the ends of the domain
by Dirichlet boundary conditions. The inlet is fixed in place fully to aid in stabilising the final
FSI model where the pressure, and pressure changes, are greatest. This unphysical condition has
negligible effect on the overall solution since and is far from the anastomosis and vein the region of
particular interest. At the outlets, nodes are prevented from displacing axially but are free to translate
parallel with the surface made by each outlet. These frictionless type boundary conditions allow the
outlets to deform naturally due to the internal pressure.
A Robin boundary condition has been implemented on the outer surfaces of the vessel walls to
mimic the behaviour of the tissue surrounding the vessel walls. No data could be found on the
typical stiffness characteristics of the tissue surrounding the veins and arteries in the upper arm. The
stiffness of the Robin boundary condition was thus set at k = 0.01 N mm−3 to constrain the model
sufficiently but have negligible effect on the strain in the vessel walls. Cardiovascular vessels, such
as those in vascular access, are at all times in vivo in a stressed state due to the continuous pulsatile
pressure generated by the heart. The effects of prestressing have however not been considered in
the present study. The set of boundary conditions applied to the solid model is depicted in Figure 5.
The artery inlet, outlet and outer walls are indicated by Ai, Ao, and Aw respectively, while the vein
outlet and outer walls are indicated by Vo and Vw.
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4.2.4. Mesh sizing and element choice The performance of a number of element types and
formulations in modelling the vessel walls were examined with respect mesh size. Four base mesh
sizes were studied with each element type to ensure that the solid solution was mesh independent
and to determine the best combination of element choice and mesh size for solution efficiency and
accuracy. Elements designed to circumvent locking in the incompressible limit were considered and
include the following:
• Q1-P0 hexahedron with 1 pressure degrees of freedom (DOF) and selective reduced
integration (SRI) where shear strains or volumetric strains are evaluated in the element
midpoint only.
• Q1-P1 hexahedron with the enhanced strain formulation (ESF) with 4 pressure DOF and a
further 9 enhanced strain DOF.
• Q′2-P1 serendipity 20 noded hexahedron with a further 2 internal nodes and 4 pressure DOF.
These standard elements are provided by ANSYS Mechanical (for more details see the ANSYS
Mechanical APDL Documentation [62]).
The use of the Q′2-P1 serendipity element produced the most accurate results and fastest
converging solution with mesh refinement. The reference solution was thus chosen to be the one
produced from the highest density Q′2-P1 mesh containing over 3.5 million DOFs. The ESF
elements predicted the solution more accurately (error inferior to 1%) than the SRI elements when
a mesh containing almost 100,000 DOFs was used. The solution was found to be mesh independent
(see Figure 4(b)) and the computational expense minimised using ESF elements with a single layer
of elements through the thickness the vessel walls.
4.3. Numerical set-up and behaviour
This primary form of stabilisation of the added-mass effect comes from using a very low number
of iterations per coupling step so that the fluid solution only converges to a small degree between
boundary solution transfers. The URFs can also be lowered to essentially perform the same form
of stabilisation, by slowing the fluid convergence globally (across its domain). This method is less
effective at FSI stabilisation than lowering the number of iterations per coupling step however.
The boundary source coefficient stabilisation method described in Section 2.1 slows the
convergence rate of the fluid solution primarily on the FSI boundary. This provides an effective
form of stabilisation that does not slow the overall FSI solution rate as much as the prior
methods. Boundary stabilisation, however, interacted poorly with the Windkessel outlet models
and destabilised the fluid model. We found that one could use this stabilisation effectively if the
URFs are decreased as the degree of boundary stabilisation is increased. A combination of these
stabilisation methods thus optimally stabilises the added-mass effect and maximises the efficiency
of the overall model.
Due to the low stability of the fluid iterations at the start of each time step, in part due to
the Windkessel outlet models, it is unnecessary for the solid solution (which converges fully
each coupling step) to closely follow the fluid solution initially. This was achieved by ramping
the transferred pressure solution to the solid model over the first few coupling steps. This
implementation also had a stabilising effect on the overall FSI model and reduced the number of
coupling steps required to converge each time step.
A combination of all the stabilising methods described above thus optimally stabilise the
model. The parameters that accomplished this and maximised the efficiency of the patient-specific
FSI model, with time step size of 0.005s, are shown in Table IV. This Table includes the
optimal parameters for the corresponding uncoupled patient-specific fluid model. The computational
expense maintains a linear indirectly proportional relationship to the time-step size over the range
of time-steps tested (see Table V). The FSI models were run on a Xeon(R) E5 workstation with 16
cores and 64 GB RAM, the fluid model was run on twelve of the cores and the solid model on four.
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Table IV. Fluid and FSI model settings for optimal stabilisation and efficiency
Parameter Fluid (dt = 5 ms) FSI (dt = 5 ms) FSI (dt = 2 ms)
Pressure URF: 0.20 0.10 0.09
Momentum URF: 0.47 0.23 0.21
Boundary stabilisation scale factor n/a 200 180
No. of ramped coupling iterations n/a 6 6
No. of coupling steps per time step n/a 22 17
No. of fluid iterations per coupling step n/a 5 5
No. of fluid iterations to converge fully 44 115 85
Table V. Computational time per cardiac-cycle for the FSI model
Time-step No. of Coupling iterations Total CPU
size time-steps per time-step time per pulse
0.01 s 80 25 11 hrs
0.005 s 160 23 20 hrs
0.002 s 400 17 38 hrs
(a) Fluid model (b) FSI model
Figure 6. Comparison of the velocity streamlines at the anastomosis and recirculation zone of the fluid and
FSI models
5. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The velocity streamlines of the fluid and FSI models are shown in Figure 6. The fistula is viewed
here to focus on the anastomosis, and the blood recirculation region in the vein at the bottom right
of the figure. The artery here runs from the top of the figure to the bottom left with the blood flowing
in the same direction. The flow features predicted by both models are almost identical. It is however
evident that the maximum velocities in the artery are lower in the FSI model. This is because the
expansion of the fistula increases the internal volume of the blood flow domain thereby reducing
the flow velocity, particularly in the more compliant artery. However, the maximum strain and
deformation are shown to be positive and non-negligible throughout the cardiac cycle in Figure 7.
This occurs because the solid model is not prestressed resulting in an overestimation of the strain,
deformation, and velocity solutions throughout the cardiac-cycle. The FSI solution should return to
the undeformed state (the initial prestressed state) each cardiac cycle.
The reduction in velocity of the blood flow also leads to a large underestimation of the WSSs
by the FSI model particularly at the anastomosis, this is evident in Figure 8. In Figures 9(a) and
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Figure 8. Comparison of WSS contours between the fluid and FSI models
9(b) one can see that the average velocities and WSSs are lower throughout the cardiac-cycle for
the FSI model. If the effects of prestressing are disregarded, and the FSI model solution is taken as
the baseline solution, the peak WSS in the fluid model is found to be overestimated by 12 %. This
is close to the corresponding overestimation of 15 % stated in the work by Decorato et al. where
prestressing was not taken into account [30].
The velocity streamlines of the fluid model are shown alongside the PC-MRA velocity streamlines
in Figure 10. These results are at taken at the time of peak flow rate. The fistula is viewed
such that the artery is on the right with blood flow approaching the junction from the top right
of the image. Since the flow profile imposed at the inlet is not the patient-specific profile (see
Section 3.1) the velocity magnitudes cannot really be compared here. It is evident however that
the fluid model solution predicts the same flow features as the MRI sequence and that the relative
velocity distributions are also comparable.
These results show that the FSI and fluid models predict very similar flow patterns despite the
large difference in the geometry of the models due to neglecting to prestress the FSI model. Both
models also agree qualitatively with the PC-MRA data in terms of flow features despite the fact that
the flow conditions are not that of the scanned patient. The WSS are the important criteria in the
haemodynamics of vascular access, however, and since the WSS are dependant on the velocities, an
accurate solution to the velocity distribution is crucial. Prestressing is therefore vital to accurately
predict the velocities and WSSs in FSI models of cardiovascular vessels developed from MRI data.
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Figure 9. Comparison of the cardiac-cycle waveforms between the fluid and FSI models: (a) average outlet
velocities and (b) average WSS over the vessel walls.
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Figure 10. Qualitative comparison of velocity streamlines: (a) PC-MRA sequence and processing [44] and
(b) fluid model solution
The comparative error between a prestressed FSI model, and a fluid model, of a patient-specific
fistula therefore still needs to be deduced.
6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The cardiac-cycle solution of a partitioned FSI model of a patient-specific fistula is presented. The
approach has made use of ANSYS Fluent and ANSYS Mechanical software, in conjunction with
a semi-implicit staggered coupling algorithm, implemented in ANSYS Workbench software. The
fluid is solved iteratively, providing the principal stabilisation features to the FSI model, while the
solid direct solver converges fully and provides no form of stabilisation to the staggered scheme. The
FSI model is optimally stabilised to minimise its computational expense by combining a number of
solution damping techniques within the iterative fluid solver, including FSI boundary stabilisation,
together with a boundary transfer ramping applied to the coupling algorithm. This validated model
is available via Zenodo as a basis for further investigation.
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A spring stiffness-based Robin boundary condition successfully mimics the effect of the
surrounding tissue on the vessel walls. By combining this method with frictionless boundary
conditions at the outlets of the model, it was possible to reduce the problem size and computational
expense without overconstraining it. The artery and vein walls have been modelled as an
incompressible isotropic hyperelastic material model each with their characteristic strengths. This
material model could be enhanced to include anisotropy. The vessel walls are modelled with a
varying thickness at the anastomosis, using one layer of enhanced assumed strain solid elements
to optimise the efficiency of the FSI model while solving the displacement solution with sufficient
accuracy. A three-element Windkessel model was successfully implemented at the outlets of the
blood flow domain to simulate the resistance of the upstream and downstream vessels and produce
flow and pressure responses found in branching artery and vein structures.
PC-MRA data was used to develop patient-specific models that mimic the flow conditions imaged
in an arteriovenous fistula. The combination of MRI and computational modelling is critical to
obtaining a better understanding of the haemodynamics in vascular access. MRI imaging can
provide velocity data throughout the vascular access from which kinetics of the blood can be inferred
while the boundary data can be used in computational modelling to provide additional insight at a
far higher resolution.
The soft tissue model deforms excessively if it is not prestressed, this results in an
underapproximation of the velocity and WSS solutions, particularly in the artery. In this case, a
fluid model that disregards the movement of the vessel walls is likely to be a better predictor of the
flow field than an FSI model. Regardless, it has been shown that both models are able to predict the
same flow features, including a region of recirculation that could stimulate neointimal hyperplasia
and lead to vascular access failure.
Models such as the one developed in this work may provide valuable data for assessment and
optimisation of fistula and grafts for current and future haemodialysis patients. Adjustments and
improvements to these types of models may advance our understanding of the haemodynamics in
vascular access and improve maturation patency, long-term patency and interventional strategies.
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